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CRITICAL RIEMANNIAN METRICS ON

PRODUCT MANIFOLDS

BY Yosio MUTO

A critical Riemannian metric of this paper means a critical point of a func-
tional / of a C°° Riemannian metric g on a compact orientable C00 manifold M,
restricted by Vol (M, g)~I and defined by an integral of the square of the cur-
vature tensor of (M, g). In the present paper a critical Riemannian metric g12

such that (Mf g12)=(Mlt

/g1)x(M2t

/g2) is studied and relations between critical
Riemannian metrics g12, gλ and g2 on M, Mλ and M2 respectively are obtained.
Furthermore it is shown that in certain cases the index of / at g12 is positive.

In a previous paper [5] the present author considered the space c3ί(M) of
C°° Riemannian metrics g on a compact orientable C°° manifold M satisfying the
condition

(0.1) f dVβ=l
J M

where dVg is the volume element of M measured by g. He studied a mapping
•R induced by the integral

(0.2) /M=f \\Kg\\*dVg

where Kg is the curvature tensor of (M, g) and \\Kg\\2 is its square.
If η is a diff eomorphism of M and rf its pull back, then we have η

and I[_g]=I[_η*(g)~]. Let <D(M) be the group of diffeomorphisms of M and
c3ί(M)/^)(M) be the space where each point is an orbit Og by ^(M) through an
element g of 3M(M). Then we can deduce a mapping 7: <3tt(M] / '<D(M)-+R from
the mapping I:Jli(M)-+R by ΐ(08)=I[_g]. As Og is a critical point of / if and
only if g is a critical point of /, we adopt the convention to say that g is a
critical point of / when Og is a critical point of /. We also say that / has a
minimum or a local minimum at g when / has a minimum or a local minimum
at Og. Thus, if we say that T has a local minimum at g, this means that there
exists a neighborhood U of Og in M(M) such that, if g^ is a Riemannian metric
satisfying g^0g) g^U, then

Remark 1. The manifold of C°° Riemannian metrics on M, which we denote
for the present by ^#(M) in order to distinguish from our <9H(M\ has been
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studied by D. Ebin [4]. He has analysed the action of £D(M) on *^*(M) and
proved the existence of submanifolds S of JM*(M) with a certain property. It
results that to study deformations in M*(M)/3)(M) we need only study curves
in M*(M] whose tangent at g is in δ~l(ϋ), namely, orthogonal to the orbits (see
also M. Berger and D. Ebin [3]). The same is also valid with M(M) as the latter
is a submanifold of M*(M) invariant by the action of <D(M).

Remark 2. The mapping / has been studied by M. Berger and the formula
for a critical point has been obtained [2].

It was proved in [5] that, when M is diffeomorphic to an Sn, J has a local
minimum at a metric g0 of positive constant curvature.

The purpose of the present paper is to study the mapping / or T when M
is a product manifold MλxM2 where Ml and M2 are compact orientable C°°
manifolds.

When we say in the present paper that g is a critical Riemannian metric on
M, it always means that g is a critical point of the mapping /or 7 defined by
(0, 2). At that time (M, g) is called a critical Riemannian manifold.

First we get the following theorems.

THEOREM 1. Let M, Mlt M2 be compact orientable C°° manifolds such that
M— MαxM2 and dimM1=τn1, dimM2— m2. Let g12^JM(M) be a C°° Riemannian
metric such that there exist a Riemannian metric 'g^ homothetic to a critical
Riemannian metric g± on Mλ and a Riemannian metric fg2 homothetic to a critical
Riemannian metric g2 on M2 satisfying

Then a necessary and sufficient condition that g12 be a critical Riemannian metric
on M is that the square H'/fJ2 of the curvature tensor of (Mlf 'g^ and the square
\\'K2\\2 of the curvature tensor of (M2, 'g2} be constant and

THEOREM 2. Let M, Mlt M2 be compact orientable C°° manifolds and let
(M) be such that there exist a Riemannian metric /g1 on M1 and a Rieman-

nian metric fg2 on M2 satisfying

Then a necessary and sufficient condition that gί2 be a critical Riemannian metric
is that /g1 and rg2 be homothetic to a critical Riemannian metric gl on Ml and a
critical Riemannian metric g2 on M2 respectively and the squares of the curvature
tensors, H'/fi l l 2 and \'K2\\2, of the Riemannian manifolds (Mίt 'g^ and (M2,

 fg2)
respectively be constant satisfying

mi2 = r/rj8

ml m2
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In the last part of the present paper, the index of / at such critical Rieman-
nian metric g12 is studied and it is proved that this index is positive in certain
cases. Especially the mapping /: JH(SmιxSm2)-+R has positive index at a critical
Riemannian metric g12. such that (SmιxSm*, g12)=(Sm\ 'g^X^™2, 'g2) where ' g±
and '#2 are Riemannian metrics of positive constant curvature, if m^3 and
m2^3, or, if m^4 and m2=2. This is a remarkable result as A. Avez has
obtained the following theorem [1].

THEOREM A. Let M be a compact onentable C°° manifold of dimension 4.
Then the functional I[_g~] has an absolute minimum at g if and only if g is an
Einstein metric.

§ 1. Product manifold and Riemannian metrics.

Let M, M!, M2 be compact orientable C°° manifold such that M—MλxM2 and
let M(M} be the space of all C°° Riemannian metrics g on M such that the volume
of M measured by g is 1. Similarly we can define M(M^ and M(M^). Let us
consider a Riemannian metric g12<^^M(M) such that there exist Riemannian
metrics fg1 and fg2 satisfying (M, glz)=(Mlt

 /g1}x(M2) 'g^ where ' g± and 'g2 need
not satisfy ^e^Mj), or 'g2^M(M2}. We denote the set of all such Riemannian
metrics g12 by ^^(Mj X M2) or c3ί12(M).

To begin with we calculate the curvature tensor of (M, g12).
Let Uς, ξ^Λlf and V η, η^Λ2, be coordinate neighborhoods of Mλ and M2 re-

spectively such that {£/£, f e Λ j } and { Vv, η^Λ2} cover M± and M2 respectively.
Then {£/£XF?, fe^, η^Λ2} covers M and we can use local coordinates

where mί=άimMl9 m2=άim M2, to denote a point P=P1xP2 of M if P^
We let the indices α, ^?, c, ••• , h, i, j, ••• , p, q, r, ••• run the range {1,

and the indices a, β, γ, ••• , K, λ, μ, ••• , π, p, σ, ••• the range { W j + 1, ••• ,
We also let the indices Λ B, C, ••• , ff, /, /, ••• , P, Q, R, - run the range {1, ••• ,
mlt Mi+l, - , Mi+niz} so that a point of M may be denoted by (x&h,y<mκ) or
simply by (xh,yκ). Moreover, (XA} stands for (xh,yκ}. We use natural frame in
each coordinate neighborhood Uξ X Vη so that a tensor is expressed by its com-
ponents. For example, a (1, 1) -tensor of M is given by TB

A or, if written sepa-
rately, by TΛ 7y, TΛ V.

Since M is a product manifold and the local coordinates in M are induced
by local coordinates in Mx and those in M2, a (1, l)-tensor field' Ab

a on Mj and
a (1, l)-tensor field 53

a on M2 induce a (1, l)-tensor field CB

A on M such that

where P=PλxP2. But in general a (1, l)-tensor field TB

A on M does not have
such a property, for example, Tb

a(P) may depend on yκ and T,3

α need not vanish.
Now, let £12eM12(M) be a Riemannian metric on M such that
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(1-1) (M,g^=(M»'gl)Xi(Mt,'gu.

Denoting the components of g12, 'g^ fg^ by gjlt 'g^, fgμλ respectively, we have

gji = 'gjτ, gμλ^'gμλ, gj* = Q •

^et I/"/}' I n / ' l^} ke t^ιe Christoffel symbols derived from gjlf 'gjit 'gμλ

respectively and KKJJ

H, 'Kkj^, 'Kvμλ

κ be the components of the curvature tensors
of (M, #12), (Mi, 'gj, (M2, 'ga) respectively. Then we have

f h \ rίh\ ( κ\ f ς κ Λ „ ^ t H\ Λ

\ji}= ijiϊ \μλ}= \μύ> a11 0theΓ t//}=0

and

k j i = k j ί , v μ = v μ

The covariant components KKJIH, 'Kkjih,
 fKvμλκ and the contravariant components

Kkji

h=fKkjί

h , Kvμf='Kvμf , all other KKJI*=0 .

vμλκ=
 fKvμλκ , all other KKJIH=Q ,

We have also

Kj^'Kjt , Kμλ='Kμλ , all other /f^=0 ,

&*='&*, K&='Kt*, all other ^J/-0

for the components of Ricci tensors of (M, £12), (Mj, ̂ J and (M2, ^2). The scalar
curvature Sc(K) of ^12 and the scalar curvatures Sc(fKλ} of ^i, Sc('K2) of x^2

satisfy

Then we have the following formula for the integral

(1.2)

where
- 1 *,

U } t ) } 2 d x 1 ••• dxm, m=dimM.

§2. A critical Riemannian metric on a product manifold
(Proof of Theorem 1).

Now we want to get a critical Riemannian metric g12 on M— Λ^xM j such
that
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The metric glz in (1.1) satisfies g12<=3tt(M), while 'g± and fg2 need not satisfy
'^le^Mj), '£2e*3/(M2). But it is easy to see that there exist some positive
numbers aλ and a2 such that gι=(aιγ

/g1 and g2=(a2)
2'g2 satisfy g^JΆ(M^ and

£2ec3/(M2). Let us find a relation between a^ and α2. If we denote for the
present the volume element of M measured by g12 by dV and the volume elements
of M! and M2 measured by 'g^ and fgz respectively by d'V± and d'V2, then we
have dV^d'Vid'Vt, hence

On the other hand, if we denote the volume elements of Mx and M2 measured by
£Ί and g2 respectively by dVΊ and dV2, then we have

M1

' Λf 2

Hence we have

(2.1) (α1r
ι(«2)m2=l.

A necessary and sufficient condition that a Riemannian metric g be a critical
Riemannian metric was obtained by M. Berger [2] as a system of differential
equations involving the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor, covariant derivatives
of the scalar curvature and the Ricci tensor. Let us examine the equations for
a moment.

For that purpose let M be for the present any compact orientable C°° manifold.
If, using local coordinates xl, ••• , xn and the natural frame, we denote tensors by
their components, so that the curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor by Kkji

h and
Kji, and raise or lower indices by the components gjl or gji of the fundamental
tensor, the equations in question are as in [5]

(2.2) 2

where Sc(K) is the scalar curvature, F \ means the covariant differentiation with
the use of the Christoff el symbols of g, and c is a number which is chosen suitably
so that a solution may exist.

Let us assume g is a critical Riemannian metric and 'g is a Riemannian
metric homothetic to g, namely, there exists a positive number a such that
g=a2/g. Let the components of 'g be denoted by 'g^ and the components of the
curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor of (M, 'g) by 'K^f and 'K^. Let the
indices of these tensors be raised and lowered by the components rgji and 'gjt
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of the fundamental tensor 'g and the scalar curvature of (M, ' g) be denoted by
Sc('K). As g and 'g have the same Christoffel symbols, covariant differentiation
is the same in (M, 'g) as in (M, g) and we have fKkji

h=Kkji

h, 'K^K^, Sc('K)

=a2K^JKrqpl)

 /KMa'K
dcba=a^Kdcl>aK

dcba. Hence we get

(2.3) 2/F/F<Sc(//0-4/F/F*/A,<

where c is the same number as in (2.2).
As c is not given beforehand, we get the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.1. Let M be a compact onentable C°° manifold and ' g be a C°°
Riemannian metric on M. A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a
critical Riemannian metric g homothetic to ' g is that there exist a constant cί

such that

(2.4) 2 'V 3 'F, Sc(' /O -4 'Fp 'V* 'K^

f)/T^rqp l If \_±__f If / J f d c b a / f γ _ /. / rr
— Z A ^ j J\rqpi~l — 2~ ^dcba A gji~^i gji

Now let us return to the subject and prove Theorem 1.
A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a critical Riemannian

metric g^ on ML such that gι=(aιY
/glf where aλ is a positive number, is, as we

see immediately from Lemma 2.1, that there exist a constant cλ such that

(2.5) 2 'F, 'F t Sc('/f 0 - 4 7FP 'F* fKjt

where all tensors, the scalar curvature ScC/fJ and covariant differentiation are
those of the Riemannian structure in (Mlt 'g^. Similarly, a necessary and suf-
ficient condition that there exist a critical Riemannian metric gz on M2 such that
g2=(a2Y'g2 is that there exist a constant c2 such that

(2.6) 2'rμ'rλsccκj-4'rp'r<"κμλ

- 2 fKτ*oμ 'Kτapλ+>Kτσpπ 'Kτ«t>« >gμλ= c2 'gμλ
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where all tensors, the scalar curvature Sc('K2) and covariant differentiation are
those of (M2,

 /g2).
On the other hand, a necessary and sufficient condition that g12 with com-

ponents g j j be a critical Riemannian metric on M is that there exist a constant
c such that

(2.7) 2Vj

where all tensors, the scalar curvature Sc(K) and covariant differentiation are
those of (M, £J2).

As we have (1.1), all genuine quantities of (Mlt 'g^ do not depend on x* and
all genuine quantities of (M2, 'g^ do not depend on xh. From (1.1) and all the
formulas following (1.1) we thus obtain following relations between quantities in
(M, g12) and quantities in (Mlt 'gj or (M2, 'g2),

= 'K]qpl

ΌCBA _ IV ιτζί<Λa,\ιτζ tτζτapτ— Λicί,α Λ -)- AT<Tl0r Λ

Thus (2.7) is equivalent in this case to the following set of equations (2.8)
and (2.9),

(2.8) 2'P/PίSc('K1)-4'Pp'P
p'Kjl

+4'K,p'K't-4'K)tfl'K«>

(2.9)

χ= c '
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Now let us assume that gl= (oί^)Zfgl and g2—(a2yg2 are critical Riemannian
metrics on Mλ and M2 respectively. Then we get from (2.5) and (2.8) or from
(2.6) and (2.9)

(2.10) Ci+ ̂ -W^ , c*+±-\\'KN=c

where fK± and 'K2 are the curvature tensors of (Mlt 'g^ and (M2, 'g2) respectively.
Thus we have

f 0 1 1 \ l l ' J Γ I I 2 I I ' J Γ I I 2 _ *)( r r\l/.li; II A j U — ( I Λ2 | | — ^(C1 — C2) ,

which proves that, if g12, g^ and g2 are critical Riemannian metrics on M, A/ίl and
M2 respectively, then IK^II2 and \\'K2 1|2 are constant on M.

Furthermore, we get from (2.5) and (2.6), by transvecting with r gjί and fgμλ,

(2.12)

Hence /Γp'l
7pSc(/Kί) must be constant. But we have

f 'rsP'ScCKJaVg^Q.
J If I

Thus we get Sc('K1)= const. Similarly we get 5<:(//Γ2)— const. At the same time
we get

(2.13) Ci

From this and (2.11) we get

(2.14)

and

mj m2

Conversely, if we have (2.14) where ]|x/fι|]2 and ll^ll2 are constant, then we
have /Γp

/Γ^Sc(//ir1)=const and 'Fp'Pf>Sc(fK2}=const from (2.12), hence ScC/Q
^const and Sc(fK^)=const. Thus we get (2.13). Furthermore we can determine
c by (2.10). As we have (2.5) and (2.6), we get (2.8) and (2.9).

Thus we have proved Theorem 1.
From this theorem we get

THEOREM 2.2. Let M, Mlf M2 be compact orientable C°° manifolds such that
M—A/iXMg. Assume that g± and g2 are non-flat critical Riemannian metrics on
Ml and M2 respectively. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist
a critical Riemannian metric g12 on M and Riemannian metrics /g1 and 'g2
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satisfying

and such that 'g^ and 'g2 are homothetic to gλ and g2 respectively is that the
squares of the curvature tensors, H/fJ 2 and \\K2\\Z, of (Mlf gj and (M2, gz) be
constant.

Proof. If such a critical Riemannian metric g12 exists and if we put
7£ι=αΓ2£ι and '£2=αa-

8*2, we get IVK^a^K^, II fK% \\ 2-α2

4 1| K2 1|2. Thus \\K,\\Z

and \\K2\\2 are constant because of Theorem 1. Conversely let us assume
and || K2 \\2 are constant. If we put

A is constant and does not vanish as gί and g2 are non flat. Then

where

are Riemannian metrics such that

hence

Moreover gl2^M(M) because of a1

mιa2

mz= 1. Thus g12 is a critical Riemannian
metric because of Theorem 1.

§ 3. Proof of Theorem 2.

Next let us consider the case in which g12, 'gλ and 'g2 satisfy (1.1) and g12

is a critical Riemannian metric on M. Then we get from (2.8) and (2.9)

Hence

is a constant which we shall write C. Then we have
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and consequently H'/fJ2, \\'K2\\*, '7p'V*Sc(fKι\ T/F'ScC/Q are constants on M.
Thus ScCKJ and Sc('K2} are again constants.

On the other hand we get from (2.8)

which is equivalent to (2.6) if we put

Taking Lemma 2.1 into account, we see that 'gλ is homothetic to a critical
Riemannian metric on MlΦ Similarly 'g2 is homothetic to a critical Riemannian
metric on M2. Thus we have proved Theorem 2 in view of Theorem 1.

If M! admits a locally flat Riemannian metric 'glf then we have U'/ΓJ2—0.
Hence (2.14) is not satisfied if H'^IΓX). Thus we obtain

THEOREM 3.1. A Riemannian manifold (M, g)=(Mlf

 /g1)X(M2,
 fg2} can not

be a critical Riemannian manifold if (Mlt

 fg^ is locally flat and (M2, 'g2) is not
locally flat.

§4. The index of a critical Riemannian manifold (Mj, /g1)X(M2t 'g2).

Let M, Mi, M2 be the same as before and g12 in (M, gl2)=(Ml9

 / g 1 ) X ( M 2 )

 fg2)
be a critical Riemannian metric. By Theorem 2 'g± and 'gz are homothetic to
gι and g2 respectively which are critical Riemannian metrics on Ml and M2 re-
spectively with constant Sc(Kλ\ Sc(K2), H/fJI 2 and \\K2\\2. We examine now the
index of I:JH(M)-+R at the critical point g12, which we call the index of the
critical Riemannian manifold (Mlt

 /^ 1)x(M2,
 rg2}.

We do not calculate the exact value of this index, but intend to show that
in certain cases the index is positive.

Let us take Riemannian metrics £ on M=MλxM2 such that the components
gjz of g are given by

(4.1) gji=ewgji, gμλ='gμλ, gjλ=0

where 'gji and 'gμλ are respectively components of /gl and fg2 again and a(y) is
a function of xκ only (κ=m1+lf •-• , m^+m^.

As g12^M(M), in order to maintain the relation geJ#i(M), we take a(y} such
that

ί pmιa

/
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Hence, if dV2 is the volume element of M2 measured by 'g2, or g2 homothetic to
fgz, we have

(4.2) f em^adV2=( dV2.
J M2 J M2

C J-f "ϊ

We denote in § 4 the Christoffel symbols obtained from g by | rr j , while
' f /7 Λ ^ f K" ~\

I - | and I Λ are the same as defined in §1. Then the Christoffel symbols

{ //}' written separately as { j, {-} and so on, satisfy the following equa-

tions,

μλϊ '

where 'V λ means covariant differentiation in (M2, 'g2) and Tκ='g*λ/Pλ=gκ*'Pλ.
From these equations we can calculate the components of the curvature

tensor of (M, g) and getυ

/c _ ITS K

Furthermore we get

=κkίihκw+wv,iκκ»^^

= β-4α 'Kkjih 'Kkιih-&-ZaSc('Kλ) 'V p a '

Λ-'K , fKv^λκ

\ ί^vμλκ I^

1) In these formulas F^F5 always means
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Let us assume | α | to be so small that we can neglect α3. Then we get from
(4.2)

f
J M

hence

Consequently we have

m*~4)2 α2}

λ-'K , fKv^λκ(>l ^ 1^vμλκ 1V ^

where we have neglected a3.
Let us denote this integral by /[β]. Then, as ScCKJ, \γKλ\\2 and \\'K2\\2 are

constant, we get

where dV is the volume element of M measured by glz.
Let /(jy) be a function on M2 satisfying

where λl is the smallest positive eigenvalue of the Laplacian. If α is a small
positive number and

we get

^adV2=—^tf2- —

neglecting α3. In this case we have

+ 4m1Γ 'V'Ϋλf
fVt"

J M

or, if we use

f 'V''V>a'V*"VλaάV=\ (!V 'V^afdV-( 'K^'V'a'P\adV,
JX J M J M
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then

--4m1J 'K*λ'Vμf'VJdV~\a2.

Thus we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.1. Let (M,gl2)~(Ml,
 /g1)X(M2, 'g2) be a critical Riemannian mani-

fold and let λ^ be the smallest positive eigenvalue of the Laplacian on (M2, '£2).
Let f be an eigenfunction satisfying

If, in this case,

K&'V μf'V λfdV

is negative, the index of the Riemannian manifold (M, g12) is positive.

COROLLARY 4.2. Let the Riemannian manifolds (M, g12), (Mlf 'g^, (M2,
 fg2},

the number λ± and the function f be as in Lemma 4.1. Furthermore let (M2,
 fgz)

be an Einstein manifold. If, in this case,

is negative, the index of the Riemannian manifold (M, g12) is positive.

§ 5. The index of a critical Riemannian manifold (M, g12)=(Mlf 'gι}^(M2,
where M2 is a sphere.

Let us consider a critical Riemannian manifold

where 5 is an m2-sphere and 'g2 is a Riemannian metric of constant curvature
with Sc(fK2}>0. Then we have

Λ1" m2-l

and there exists a function / on S satisfying

In this case we get
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4 m^ScCKjγ 4 mάScCKjγ -i ,
(m2—I)2 m2(m2—1) J

because of

On the other hand we have (2.14) where we can put

Consequently we get

(5.1) /M-/[0]

Sc(' K^Sc('c' 2 Ί 2
1 jα .

Thus we have proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. Let (M, g12) be a critical Riemannian manifold such that

where S is an mz-sphere and fg2 is a Riemannian metric of constant curvature
with Sc^K^X). If ScCKJ^Q and ml and mz are such that

(Wj— 4)(m2— 1)— m2>0 ,

then the index of this critical Riemannian manifold is positive. If mj=4 and

l ma(m2-l) '

then the index of (M, g12) is also positive.

We can also prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.2. Let gί2 be a critical Riemannian metric on S^xS^ such that

where Sl is an m^sphere and S2 is an m2-sphere and each of fgl and 'g2 is a
Riemannian metric of positive constant curvature. If m^3 and m2^3, or, if
m^4 and m2—2, the index of (SiXSz, gιz) is positive.

Proof. As we have

" α " " ml(ml—l] ' " 2" ~~ m2(m2—1) '
we get
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Substituting this into (5.1), we get

+m2(Vm1-l Vm^ΐ-

From this equation we immediately obtain Theorem 5.2.

Remark 3. If

is a critical Riemannian manifold where 'gι='gz is a Riemannian metric of
positive constant curvature, (S2x52, g 12) is an Einstein manifold. This exists
and by Avez's theorem [1] this is a critical Riemannian manifold with index null.

The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Prof. M. Berger who
kindly informed him of Avez's theorem.
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